Cytoskeletal protein and GTP-ase profiles differ depending on the degree of transformation of fibroblasts.
Four fibroblast cell lines of differing rates of cell division (1 normal and 3 transformed to differing degrees) were cultured in 10% FCS and 90% DMEM. The cultures were maintained for 72 hours, either dosed with C18 fatty acids or retained as controls, and cell viability was then assessed using the Trypan Blue exclusion method. The cytoskeletal proteins were then prepared, and the protein and GTP-ase profiles determined. No changes in profile were detected within a cell type whether dosed with fatty acid or not. Between cell types, whilst total cytoskeletal protein remained constant, distinct changes were observed in the PAGE. The more transformed the cells, the fewer protein bands detected, especially those with masses of 50-60kD. Tubulin has sub-units with masses in this range, and also expresses GTP-ase activity. This activity decreased in parallel to the changes in protein profiles.